Class A Exhibits Go to Gate Highs

Regina Takes Up at Opener

Grandstand, mutuels figures in lead—B-C revue, Frolicland are pullers

REINA, Sask, July 22.—Figures for the hay market at the Regina Gran Exhjstion, July 17-22 showed a 26 per cent increase at main gate, and grandstand. Participation was up 40 per cent on the first day and 66 per cent on the second. Livestock, as usual, dropped slightly, but there were increases in heavy and lightweight classes. Other exhibits were up. Judges enjoyed the handsome and varied exhibits.

On the opener, Kids' Day, President J. W. (Polly) Conklin of Frolicland, program advisor, doled out $16 in prizes. On the second day there was a 26 per cent increase in the main gate. A record of August 1 was shown on the first day cut into kids' biz on the second day cut into kids' biz.